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ABSTRACT

Folk-ecology is a term more commonly used by anthropologists describing 
small-scale subsistence societies. I use the concept to explain the environmental 
understandings of the forest cattlemen or ʻbushmen  ̓of Victoriaʼs alpine for-
ests, in particular their understanding of fire-ecology in alpine and mountain 
ash landscapes on which they based their use of fire. Confident in their local 
knowledge, mountain cattlemen challenged the dominant scientific understand-
ings of the environment held to by foresters and ecologists of the time. I argue 
in this paper that the basis of these cattlemenʼs use of fire to manage the land 
was their understanding of the practices during the ʻpioneering  ̓period of Eu-
ropean settlement and of Aboriginal people before that. This peculiar view of 
the ʻnatural  ̓state of the environment made it difficult for many of them to see 
their own environmental impacts. Information from ecologists and foresters 
that often highlighted the existence of environmental problems was dismissed 
as merely the ʻtheoretical  ̓understandings of those who had not experienced 
the landscape as intimately as the high-country bushmen. 
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…the landscape did not lie about like a shattered watch, its pieces inert and 
scattered, but like a deeply traumatised yet still living entity that somehow 
continued to function and that masked, often for decades, the full extent of its 
damages and infections…The European era had to end, if only from its own 
exhaustion and excess.

Stephen J. Pyne, 19911 

What manner of people caused this destruction? They were not greedy and 
ignorant as is too often stated; many of them had a background of hundreds of 
years of good British farming… but it was beyond human achievement to assess 
Australia correctly. It was more a new planet than a new continent

Eric Rolls, 1997 2

INTRODUCTION

These quotations frame different aspects of the environmental history of Aus-
tralia. Stephen Pyne paints a picture of the destruction caused by alien farming 
practices being forced onto an unsuited Australian landscape. This is the pic-
ture of the Australian bush commonly painted by environmental historians: a 
burnt and eroded victim of rapacious European settlers and land-management, 
of ignorance and unsustainability and of cataclysmic change. In contrast, Eric 
Rolls makes the important point that the farmers, graziers and bushmen were 
not deliberately destructive or villainous. They observed their environment and 
developed and adapted practical knowledge to help them to exploit it most ef-
fectively. In settler societies around the world, the earliest European invaders 
pushed beyond the bounds of ʻcivilisation  ̓and were forced to come to terms 
with new and different landscapes from which they tried to live and profit. In 
most of these societies, settlement outpaced scientific understandings of the new 
environments so settlers created their own, often complex, bodies of knowledge 
about local landscapes based on observation of the land, its effect on the condi-
tion of their animals and their traditions of the past.3 This essay is a case study of 
these understandings, the ʻfolk-ecology  ̓that forest cattlemen of the Australian 
Alps developed for the rugged and isolated landscape in which they lived. 

The Australian Alps in the south eastern corner of Australia constitute the 
continentʼs major alpine environment. While comprising only 0.3 per cent of 
the land mass, their ecological and cultural significance far exceeds this small 
figure. Below the snow line, the mountains are covered by wet-sclerophyll forests 
dominated by the highly valued eucalyptus alpine ash (Eucalyptus delegatensis) 
and mountain ash (Eucalyptus regnans). These forests stretch south and west 
onto the foothills of the Alps in Victoria, clothing the catchments of the main 
Victorian rivers so important for urban water supply and agricultural irrigation. 
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Rich summer grasslands, valuable (and highly flammable) forest timbers, and 
the proximity to Melbourneʼs water supply have combined to create a European 
history where pastoralists, foresters, timber-workers, and water supply engineers 
have competed for control of the land.4 

FIGURE 1. The Victorian Alps showing forested areas. Adapted from Victorian 
Department of Sustainability and Environment, <http://www.dpi.vic.gov.au/dpi/vro/

vrosite.nsf/pages/os_dse_mapshare>. 

Folk-ecology or folk-biology are terms more commonly used by anthro-
pologists describing small-scale subsistence societies:5 one does not frequently 
encounter them in historical discourse. However, historian Thomas Dunlap has 
looked at the folk-biology of settler societies in Australasia and North America 
and in his book on history of the mountain ash forests of Victoria, Tom Griffiths 
also commented on the ʻfolk reality  ̓revealed in a 1939 Royal Commission. 
Similarly, Stephen Pyneʼs exhaustive work on the fire history of Australia de-
scribed the folk-practices of graziers.6 

I want to use the concept of folk-ecology as a way of examining how rural 
land-managers saw their local environment, why they used methods now seen 
as destructive, and why mountain graziers were (and still are) in conflict with 
proponents of scientific land management. There has been a tendency among 

http://www.dpi.vic.gov.au/dpi/vro/vrosite.nsf/pages/os_dse_mapshare
http://www.dpi.vic.gov.au/dpi/vro/vrosite.nsf/pages/os_dse_mapshare
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environmental historians to judge past farmers, graziers and bushmen harshly, 
but such judgements can only be valid in the context of contemporary knowledge 
of problems, causes and practical remedies.7 This essay aims to map out this 
contemporary knowledge in some detail. There was a belief, among bushmen, 
that fire was an inevitable part of the Australian environment and this justified 
their burning practices. The origins of this view can be traced back to bushmenʼs 
perceptions of ̒ the early days  ̓of European settlement. There were contemporary 
warnings that cattle grazing and fire were degrading the alpine environment 
but these came from ecologists and foresters. The grazierʼs world-view made 
it difficult for them to accept they had caused this damage to the environment 
and for those who had ʻdirect experience  ̓of the land to accept the ʻtheoretical  ̓
and ʻimpractical  ̓ideas about the environment put forward by scientists.8 

ʻA full scale enquiry into Australian bush cultureʼ

Black Friday was 13 January 1939 when the bush-fires ravaging South Eastern 
Australia culminated in a day of devastation and loss of life.9 After the fires had 
cooled, recriminations began. Foresters blamed graziers for illegally burning-off 
in dangerous conditions and graziers accused the Victorian Forests Commission 
of not carrying out enough protective burns. The newspapers, depending on their 
orientation, cited the criminal irresponsibility of graziers or the professional 
incompetence of the Forests Commission.10 In this context a Royal Commission 
was launched into ̒ the Causes of and Measures Taken to Prevent the Bush Fires 
of January 1939ʼ. The Commissioner was Judge Leonard B. Stretton, who would 
go on to conduct two more Royal Commissions into bushfire related issues. The 
transcripts of evidence from this commission provide a wide-ranging review of 
attitudes towards fire in Australian rural communities; Griffiths described it as 
ʻnothing less than a full scale enquiry into Australian bush cultureʼ.11 Within its 
pages the tensions that existed between millers and timber-workers, between 
foresters and graziers, and between city and bush are played out. This Com-
mission questioned the sustainability of Australian fire practices and has been 
seen as a watershed in the environmental history of Australia.12 

The issues raised in the 1939 report were taken up again by Stretton in the 
1946 Royal Commission ʻto enquire into forest grazingʼ. It was established in 
an international context of growing concern over soil conservation and land 
degradation that had developed from an awareness of the massive ecological 
damage caused by poor farming practices, most spectacularly in the ̒ Dust Bowl  ̓
of the USA and the dry north-west of Victoria.13 This Royal Commission was 
given wider terms of reference and looked at rural peopleʼs attitudes towards 
their local landscapes and the signs of environmental damage that were appear-
ing around them. Strettonʼs report became an influential document for post-war 
utilitarian conservation groups.14 
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FIGURE 2. Areas Affected by the 1939 Black Friday Bushfires. Victorian Department 
of Sustainability and Environment, ʻBlack Friday 1939 Victorian Bushfires  ̓ <http:
//www.dse.vic.gov.au/DSE/nrenfoe.nsf/LinkView/C4BCA40C95A4C061CA256D960

014420D8AC9C23269FA53B4CA256DAB0027ECC4 >. 

Both these sets of transcripts provide an insight into graziers  ̓folk-practices 
and understandings that would otherwise come to us through the critical lens 
of foresters  ̓reports.15 Graziers gave reasons for their fire practices to the Royal 
Commissions and explained, or explained away, the emerging evidence of land 
degradation. Although they give voice to a group largely absent from the historical 
record, the Royal Commissions, like any investigations with political origins, 
were subject to powerful vested interests. Stretton was well aware of this; in 
his 1939 report he admitted: ʻthe truth was hard to find…Much of the evidence 
was coloured by self interest. Much of it was quite false. Little of it was wholly 
truthfulʼ.16 Graziers feared they could be held responsible for Black Friday so 
emphasised the protective aspects of their fire practices and were reluctant to 
admit their use of fire to improve pasture. The 1946 Royal Commission was less 
politically charged and those who gave evidence were more willing to openly 
discuss their land-management practices, although the Commission was plagued 
by rumour that its recommendations would deny pastoralists their grazing li-
cences. As a result, some graziers attempted to present their land-management 
practices in conservationist terms. 17 

http://www.dse.vic.gov.au/DSE/nrenfoe.nsf/LinkView/C4BCA40C95A4C061CA256D960014420D8AC9C23269FA53B4C
http://www.dse.vic.gov.au/DSE/nrenfoe.nsf/LinkView/C4BCA40C95A4C061CA256D960014420D8AC9C23269FA53B4C
http://www.dse.vic.gov.au/DSE/nrenfoe.nsf/LinkView/C4BCA40C95A4C061CA256D960014420D8AC9C23269FA53B4C
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The ʻbushman  ̓of the high country

From very early in the European history of Australia, graziers were attracted to 
the high-rainfall grasslands of the Australian Alps and by the early nineteenth 
century had occupied the open woodlands and treeless plains with huge but 
isolated snow leases where they practised transhumance cattle grazing. Gradu-
ally, as more accessible land was subdivided for closer settlement, these cattle-
men relied more upon the high plains and as the dependence on this landscape 
increased, so did their use of fire to promote grass growth and clear the forest 
understorey. In time, the landscape of the Australian Alps and the challenges it 
posed to graziers became central to their identity as ʻbushmen  ̓and their long 
occupation on grazing leases made them think they had a right to use the land.18 
Bushmen had the most intimate work relationship with the alpine environments. 
They generally lived and worked away from settlements and considered them-
selves practical men with a wide range of experience and knowledge of their 
occupation and environment. They often had long family associations with these 
districts, their parents or grandparents being the some of the earliest pioneers. 
For those who gave evidence to the Commissions, ʻbushman  ̓was also a label 
given to the most experienced and was a title held with pride. Representatives 
of the Forests Commission of Victoria, the Melbourne Metropolitan Board of 
Works (MMBW), ecologists and scientists also gave evidence to the Royal 
Commissions. They tended to be proponents of modern, ̒ enlightenedʼ, utilitarian 
land-management, based on scientific principles, and so were generally allied 
against graziers  ̓traditional practices and ways of thinking. Despite this, they 
bickered frequently with each other over their differing views of how much 
management should be applied to forests. For example, the MMBW strongly 
advocated total exclusion of fire and ʻnatural  ̓ succession of forests, mainly 
because of its concern for water quality. However, they were similar in their 
official conception of the ̒ natural  ̓condition of the Australian environment and 
their adherence to the influential ecological succession theories of the American 
prairie ecologist Frederic Clements.19 These factors distinguished them from 
folk-ecologists.20

FIRE

Burning-off irreversibly changed the spread, density and species composition 
of plant communities in forest and alpine areas.21 The problems of fire control, 
fire-weeds, and fuel reduction were central concerns of the Royal Commissions 
in both 1939 and 1946. The majority of evidence given to the Commissions was 
about fire practices and the conflicts between foresters and graziers centred on 
their vastly different views of how fire could be managed. Graziers saw it as 
inevitable and necessary, while foresters saw it as human-induced and prevent-
able. Bushmen conceptualised the period of early European settlement as a time 
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that established a template of an ̒ originalʼ, ̒ natural  ̓or ̒ normal  ̓condition for the 
environment, which in turn strongly influenced how they judged the conditions 
of their own time. By contrast, foresters invoked ʻscience  ̓rather than ʻhistory  ̓
as the authority for their expertise.

Fire s̓ place in the environment

Graziers distinguished between two types of fire; uncontrollable bushfire and 
their own ̒ burning offʼ. This dualistic view can be seen in the seemingly contra-
dictory comment by the grazier John Findlay: ʻit has never had a fire in it until 
now… I burned it whenever it would burnʼ.22 Findlay distinguished between the 
uncontrollable bushfire that threatened European settlement and the burning he 
carried out to prevent it. He also illustrates the ambivalence many rural people 
felt towards fire. On the one hand, it was their most powerful tool, something 
they believed they could control and something that allowed Europeans to better 
exploit their environment. On the other hand, fire was an uncontrollable force that 
destroyed their fences, killed their flocks and herds and denuded their pasture. 

Many graziers also saw fire as an inevitable part of Australian life. Harry 
Treasure, an ̒ old bushman  ̓from a famous grazing family, stated: ̒ I firmly believe 
that it would be impossible to absolutely prevent fires altogetherʼ.23 Almost all 
the high country graziers who gave evidence to the Royal Commissions shared 
his view. They believed forests would inevitably have fires, either caused by 
humans or by lightning or other ʻnatural  ̓causes. This assumption encouraged 
a blasé attitude to the existence of fire in the landscape: their familiarity with it 
bred complacency. John Findlay summed up this fatalistic view: ʻyou have to 
control nature and man both, and I do not see how it is possible to do itʼ.24 

Fire practices

Burning practices also show most sharply the divisions between the folk-ecol-
ogy of the bushmen and scientific-forestry. The reasons graziers gave for their 
burning practices fall into three categories; burning for protection from bush-
fires, burning to improve pasture and burning to clear land. Graziers believed a 
forest left in a ʻdirty filthy condition  ̓was a menace to the surrounding country 
that would eventually ignite in a bushfire. In the context of the Black Friday 
bushfires, graziers emphasised the protective role of their fires. Justifications 
for protective burning were based on the belief that fire was an inevitable threat 
in Australian life. John Bussel stated, ʻIt would be better if burning could be 
abandoned altogether, but I think that is impossible. A light burning here and 
there, now and then cleans up a certain amount of rubbish and prevents a heavy 
fire like that of 1939ʼ.25 Black Friday was frequently invoked as a warning of 
what would occur if forests were left unburnt. The blame for this was often 
placed squarely onto the Forests Commission, whose practice at the time was 
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not to burn forests. They were condemned for ̒ refusing to burn and clear up the 
floor of the forestʼ.26 Graziers believed burning was the only way to reduce the 
ferocity of bushfires, a view James Treasure expressed most clearly: ʻWe have 
to adopt the method of immunisation with the menace itself.ʼ27

In reality, the major reason graziers burnt the forests was to encourage new 
grass growth, called ʻsweet feed  ̓or ʻgreen pickʼ, which flourished in the nutri-
ent-rich ash after a fire.28 Some brave individuals admitted to this practice, such 
as John Findlay who burned ̒ to get good grassʼ, and George Purvis who made it 
plain, ʻI never made any secret of the fact that we burn our leased land in order 
to get good feed for cattle.ʼ29 The final reason for burning was to make the land 
more open and suitable for grazing. Again, George Purvis claimed, ʻif you take 
over a forest block, there is only one way to clear it, and that is with fire and the 
axeʼ.30 Similarly, Andrew Finn, a lifelong stockman who gave evidence in Cor-
ryong, claimed that on the alpine plains in the Mt Jagungal area of New South 
Wales, fire was explicitly used to clear up scrub and convert long unpalatable 
grass to ʻexcellent grass about 6 inches highʼ.31 

The early days of European settlement 

These views and practices were based on assumptions about what the Australian 
environment was like in the ̒ early daysʼ. Many of the graziers who justified and 
defended their use of fire based this on the example set by the pioneers of their 
district. The environmental conditions inherited from pioneering practices were 
often seen as the ʻnatural  ̓and ʻnormal  ̓state of the environment. Reliance on 
ʻtraditional knowledge  ̓was common among graziers. A forester in the 1930s 
had complained that ʻold ideas and practices are accepted without questionʼ, 
and the former grazier Percy Weston confidently cited the ʻinformation at my 
disposal – that is, the opinions of the oldest residents in my districtʼ.32 Fire was 
seen by graziers as a primordial component of the Australian environment be-
cause it had been used by early pioneers and even earlier by Aboriginal people. 
Foresters and scientists at this time tended to see fire as something introduced 
to the environment and therefore outside it. 

The reference point for the ʻearly days  ̓ described by graziers differed 
depending on the location of settlement. Some places, like Omeo, had been 
occupied by graziers for more than a hundred years, while other areas deep in 
the rugged forests had been settled in the memory of older bushmen. Despite 
this, there were remarkable similarities in how graziers thought their predeces-
sors had managed the land. A characteristic account was given by grazier Neil 
Gow of Wandiligong near Bright. His story began with prospectors working 
in the hills between the 1860s and 1890s who lit fires frequently, ʻanywhere it 
would burnʼ.33 In other areas, these early settlers were timber-splitters or bul-
lockies. Edward Leeder from Marysville recalled timber-splitters lighting fires 
in the mountains to protect their timber palings, he said ̒ they burned patches of 
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scrub…but would not do the forest much harmʼ.34 The condition of the country 
at this time was often described in positive terms. Ovens Valley grazier Wil-
liam Blair remembered, ̒ 50 years ago when it had the appearance of a park and 
most of it was grassy… there was plenty of grassʼ.35 The good conditions were 
nearly always linked to the burning regime these pioneers carried out. Reginald 
Barnewall from Alexandra described the early settlers ʻcourse of systematic 
burning …The fires were light and the country was clearʼ.36 John Findlay, the 
self-declared ̒ first white man  ̓in the forests around Rubicon, claimed that cattle 
runs were always ʻburnt whenever they would burn  ̓and ʻthe floor of the forest 
was as clean as a whistleʼ.37 When asked whether the early forests were ʻin a 
natural conditionʼ, Edward Leeder answered ʻYes, the ridges had been burned, 
the splitters kept them cleanʼ.38 The success of this early burning regime was 
usually attributed to the expertise of bushmen. Clarence Poole from Ten Mile 
near Woods Point summed this up clearly: ʻtheir properties were periodically 
burned off and the fire was never destructive to the forest or other properties, 
because those men knew when to burnʼ.39 

The final stage in this story of the ʻearly days  ̓was the suppression of fire 
in the forests, a move that resulted in the accumulation of scrub, leading to 
destructive bushfires. Blame for this was placed on the much despised Forests 
Commission, who had limited the extent of forest burning soon after their for-
mation in 1918.40 Edward Leeder in 1939 declared: ʻ[the bushfires] killed big 
stretches of mountain ash which were beautifulʼ.41 Such professed concern for 
the safety of the forests may have been influenced by some graziers  ̓desire to 
portray themselves as friends of the forests during the politically charged 1939 
Royal Commission. However, the pervasiveness of this concern suggests a 
genuine appreciation of the forests destroyed on Black Friday.42 The Forests 
Commissionʼs practice of limiting burning, a ̒ primitive  ̓method of forestry, was 
seen by some graziers as the end of an early ̒ golden  ̓period of thick grass, open 
woodlands and frequent burning-off.43 Such views of the ʻearly days  ̓became 
the template against which the present was judged: the present was plagued by 
rabbits, thick scrub and destructive bushfires.

Aboriginal burning 

Griffiths has commented that the language used by forest workers in the 1939 
Royal Commission: ʻ“burning to clean up the country” — was uncannily like 
that of Aboriginal peopleʼ.44 Some graziers drew on the connection between 
Aboriginal burning and their own practices to defend their use of fire. In 1939, 
the bushman Peter OʼMara argued the thick undergrowth of ash forests ʻdid 
not exist in the graziers  ̓time or the aboriginals  ̓time  ̓because ʻthey kept the 
floor of the forest clearʼ. He claimed Aboriginal man did this ʻso that he could 
spear kangaroo and wallabyʼ.45 Alfred Saxton, a former sawmiller and farmer 
from north Gippsland, showed a similar understanding of Aboriginal fire use: ̒ I 
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believe aboriginals fired periodically to get feed to bring gameʼ. He suggested 
ʻif a tribe of aboriginals had been let loose in that forest and had carried on in 
their old ways, they would have preserved that forestʼ.46 In 1946, William Kelly, 
a farmer and Shire President from Maffra, argued ̒ fires were continuous in those 
days  ̓because of Aboriginal occupation.47 These examples were unique in the 
evidence given and the impression from the transcript pages is that those in 
the courtroom were surprised by the examples and did not take them seriously. 
After OʼMaraʼs comment, Stretton quipped: ʻyou would be in favour of taking 
the Forests Commission out of the forest and putting in a tribe of blackfellows 
to look after it?ʼ48 

The surprising thing about these extracts is that they foreshadow ideas about 
ʻthe sophisticated environmental stewardship of Aboriginal people  ̓described in 
Rhys Jones  ̓famous study of ʻfirestick farming  ̓thirty years later in 1969.49 In 
these extracts there seems to be a clear understanding of what constituted Abo-
riginal burning that is remarkably close to current understandings.50 Aboriginal 
burning was used to prove a point. The question of what occurred ʻbefore the 
white man  ̓recurred frequently in the Commissionʼs evidence because the fire 
regime of this period was sought as a possible solution to Victoriaʼs destructive 
forest fires. Scientific resource-managers ignored or downplayed Aboriginal 
occupation and confidently referred to this period as the ʻoriginal  ̓state of the 
forest to which they aimed to return their forests by excluding fire.51 In the face 
of this, graziers wanted to provide an ancient precedent for their burning regime, 
presenting a picture of ʻa big fire sweeping the country from end to end before 
the white man went thereʼ.52 Human use of fire, they argued, was part of the 
ʻnatural  ̓and ʻnormal  ̓state of the environment. This connection was explicitly 
made by Percy Weston: ʻin the days preceding settlement by the white man, 
there existed a natural balance, which the aborigine, who is acknowledged 
to have possessed a “fire conscience” which shames the present generation, 
played no small part in preservingʼ.53 Aboriginal burning, it was argued, had 
protected the forests for hundreds of years. In essence, the Aboriginal burning 
example was used to justifying the practices of the graziers giving evidence to 
the Royal Commission. 

On the surface, the burning regimes of Aboriginal people and graziers ap-
peared to be remarkably similar. Both aimed to promote landscapes favourable for 
production of food and both burned grasses to promote green pick for animals (be 
they marsupials or sheep and cattle). European burning – especially by nomadic 
splitters, prospectors and bullockies – may have had a similar environmental 
result to Aboriginal mosaic burning. The difference lay in the use of the land that 
was burned. Aboriginal people burned to distinguish between different native 
flora and conformed to the natural rhythms of Australia. Graziers  ̓burning was 
confined to specific places and times, determined by introduced species that did 
not conform to Australian conditions.54 
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On this matter, the views of ʻeducated  ̓men on the Commission differed 
greatly from those of the bushmen. In the scholarly opinion of the time, Aboriginal 
people were depicted as part of pristine nature and assumed to have had little 
environmental impact.55 In contrast, graziers saw Aboriginal people as having 
significant but not destructive impacts on the environment. This difference can 
be seen most sharply in an exchange between the farmer William Kelly and 
the forestry representative Geoffrey Dyer. Dyer attempted to lead Kelly into 
admitting aboriginal people were too few in number to have much environmental 
effect and that ʻthe black man was far more interested than the white settler in 
conserving the natural resources of the countryʼ. Kelly disagreed on all of these 
points arguing aboriginal people ʻwould probably burn more than we do now  ̓
and that ʻthe black man would burn without any thought of the futureʼ.56 Dyer 
presented a picture of the ʻnoble savage  ̓while Kelly showed a more realistic 
appreciation of human impact on the environment. Despite such testimony, 
Aboriginal people did not easily fit into the idea of a scientific wilderness and 
Stretton ignored them in his reports. 

Scientific wilderness

The question of what fire regime had existed ʻbefore the white man  ̓shows 
most sharply the difference between folk and scientific perspectives. Scientific 
forestry tended to downplay human disturbance, a perspective that could be 
described as scientific wilderness. The evidence given to the 1939 Commission 
by the Chief Inspector of Forests for the Commonwealth of Australia, Charles 
Edward Lane-Poole, was the most authoritative account of this perspective. 
Lane-Poole, the quintessential imperial forester in training and temperament, 
concluded ̒ fires in the blackmanʼs country were very small in comparison with 
those of our day  ̓and he argued fires were less frequent and of low intensity dur-
ing that time.57 He was typical of many of his scientifically trained colleagues in 
his adherence to Clementsian ecological succession theory. They believed that 
if fire was excluded from forests they would ʻsucceed  ̓to a ʻclimax  ̓fire-proof 
state of ʻthinner shrubs as the tree canopy increasesʼ.58 Lane-Poole assured the 
Commission ʻwe can prevent fires anywhere … it is simply wrong to regard 
fires as inevitableʼ.59 The ̒ natural  ̓or ̒ original  ̓state of the forests was assumed 
to be almost without fire, and mainly without humans. The significant influ-
ence of ecological theories on these ʻexpert  ̓witnesses is consistent with the 
greater status and authority that was accorded to ecological conservation at the 
time in Australia and internationally.60 Maisie Fawcett, an ecologist from the 
Botany School at the University of Melbourne had been sponsored by the Soil 
Conservation Board to study the erosion and ecology of the alpine catchment 
for the economically important Murray River.61 Her evidence and that of the 
scientifically trained foresters ultimately carried more weight with the Royal 
Commission than the bushmen. Strettonʼs 1939 report stated: ʻWhen the early 
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settlers came to what is now this State, they found for the greater part a clean 
forest. Apparently, for many years before their arrival, the forest had not been 
scourged by fire. They were in their natural state… But the white man introduced 
fire to the forests. 6̓2 Griffiths has persuasively concluded that Stretton outlined 
an historical and ecological vision of pre-European Australian nature that was 
ʻstable and relatively unmodified by humansʼ, a view that was common to his 
generation.63

This view of bushfire as an alien, unnatural element in the environment 
was also widespread at this time. In popular culture, bushfire was commonly 
depicted as a military struggle between humans and fire. Editorials from The 
Argus described the ̒ onslaughts of the firefighters  ̓who were ̒ those great hearted 
men who cheerfully battle with the elements  ̓and when ̒ fire threatens fare forth 
to fight itʼ. In these accounts, fire was presented as an avoidable tragedy and 
hope was always expressed fires would be prevented in the future.64 The general 
view of fire was that of the senior foresters, a dangerous alien element in the 
environment. Pyne suggests that such ideas had become deeply ingrained in 
English thinking, originating in eighteenth century changes to English farming 
that rejected the use of fire as dangerous, chaotic and uncivilised.65

SEEING HUMAN IMPACTS

Graziers were generally reluctant to admit environmental changes caused by 
their land-management were destructive. This was based on their understanding 
of the dynamics of the environment, especially the notion of a fire cycle. 

The fire cycle 

In his report from the 1939 Royal Commission, Stretton gave a clear descrip-
tion of the problem with European burning practices in south-eastern Australian 
forests: 

The white man introduced fire into the forests. They burned the floor to promote 
the growth of grass and to clear it of scrub which had grown where, for whatever 
reason, the balance of nature had broken down. The fire stimulated grass growth; 
but it encouraged scrub growth far more. Thus was begun a cycle of destruction 
which can not be arrested in our day. The scrub grew and flourished, fire was used 
to clear it, the scrub grew faster and thicker, bushfires, caused by the careless or 
designing hand of man, ravaged the forests; the canopy was impaired, more scrub 
grew and prospered, and again the cleansing agent, fire, was used.66 

Stretton clearly saw the cause and effect of the fire cycle based on the evidence 
he had heard from foresters, timber workers, farmers, bushmen and graziers. 
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Graziers and bushmen were more reluctant to see changes in the environment 
as part of this sort of fire cycle.

In the ʻearly days  ̓of settlement, the environment was said to have had ʻthe 
appearance of a parkʼ; the floor of the forest was ̒ as clean as a whistle  ̓and open 
enough that ̒ one could drive a mob of sheep anywhereʼ.67 This later changed to 
a thick, scrubby and dirtier condition of which graziers frequently complained.68 
The change was noticed by most graziers because it affected the livestock-car-
rying capacity of their land. William McCoy, a grazier from Ensay, contrasted 
the ʻ3000 head of cattle  ̓capacity in 1907 with the ʻlittle more than 500 or 600 
cattle  ̓in 1939.69 A more sophisticated observation was made by Harry Treasure. 
After the bushfires, he said, ʻthere will be more grass than we know what to 
do with  ̓which would last ʻfor one season, but each year the undergrowth will 
grow up more  ̓until ʻin a few years later it will make an enormous litter on the 
ground and grazing will be practically nilʼ.70 There was a divergence of views 
on the cause of this ̒ dirty  ̓condition. John Langtree explained that ̒ a slow burn 
will not bring up more undergrowth, but a heavy burn willʼ.71 This distinction 
was also shown in the comments of John Findlay that, ̒ the fire of the graziers is 
not the fire that kills trees 7̓2 and of Buxton grazier Maurice Keppell who blamed 
ʻheavy fire  ̓for the originally ʻalmost park-like  ̓landscape to have ʻthickened 
up considerablyʼ.73 

The closest most graziers came to Strettonʼs notion of a fire cycle was an 
admission that poor practices by inexperienced graziers may have caused dam-
age. Most of the graziers who gave evidence considered themselves experienced 
and conscientious bushmen who would use fire wisely and knew the country 
intimately. John Cameron from Mansfield claimed to ̒ never have known a grazier 
who would light a dangerous fire  ̓and Andrew Finn, a stockman, emphasised that 
ʻjudgement was used with the burningʼ.74 Correct burning according to Weston 
ensured a harmless ʻslow  ̓or ʻlight  ̓fire when done at the correct time of year. 
He explained: ̒ If you burn during the spring and summer you attack the natural 
grass covering and promote the growth of bracken and scrub. If you burn in the 
autumn you kill the growth of bracken and scrub.ʼ75 Stretton was influenced by 
this distinction in his 1946 report where he commented, ʻthe permitted grazier 
of long standing behaves somewhat better than the newcomerʼ.76

Finding other causes

Graziers and bushmen suggested other causes for the observed changes. The link 
between rabbits and flammability of environments was a common one among 
those who gave evidence. Arthur Pearson, a stock agent from Omeo, blamed 
rabbits as ʻthe first factor  ̓while ʻbushfires formed the final factorʼ.77 Similarly, 
Percy Weston claimed ʻthere are two main causes – the misuse of fire, and 
over-grazing, for which the rabbit is totally to blameʼ.78 Another response was 
to deny that change was human induced at all and claim the effects of the fire 
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cycle were ̒ naturalʼ. William Blair, an Ovens Valley grazier, claimed the drying 
out and less snow on alpine grass-plains (usually ascribed to fire) was rather 
ʻthe seasonal cycleʼ. He claimed he could not see any ecological change other 
than ʻseasonal conditionsʼ. A similar comment was made by Whitfield grazier 
Herbert Swinburne who simply gave the cause as ʻnatureʼ.79

Unlike the foresters and Stretton, bushmen regarded a frequently burnt en-
vironment as the ̒ natural  ̓state and did not see humans as agents of destruction. 
This is illustrated by grazier Michael McNamaraʻs statement that ʻmany years 
ago, before this “fire business” was started, it used to be burnt according to 
our ideasʼ.80 The benevolent environment of the ʻearly days  ̓was an example 
from which to take methods that could ʻbring the country back to normalʼ.81 In 
contrast to this, many graziers blamed destructive bushfires on the abandonment 
of these traditional burning practices by the Forests Commission. 

Folk understandings of human impacts were also based on bushmenʼs own 
observation and casual experimentation. A good example of this was Percy 
Westonʼs explanation of bracken fire ecology: ʻIf you burn in the autumn you 
kill the growth of bracken and scrub. Their growth only takes place during the 
summer months. They are dormant for the six months during the winter, as far 
as I can see. When that growth receives a set back, the grass covering, without 
any competition, has a chance to make a headway.ʼ82 Comments on the fire ecol-
ogy of various plant species were common throughout the Royal Commission 
transcripts. Anthony Mangan observed ̒ after a hot fire seedlings germinate  ̓while 
Fredrick Barton observed ̒ fires help the brackenʼ. Charles Lumdsen clearly ar-
ticulated the close relationship between autumn burning, soil moisture, ground 
covering and rainfall runoff in very similar terms to Weston.83

Graziers tended to downplay or even deny signs of degradation in their lo-
cal environment or they ascribed causes for them that were outside their own 
environmental footprint. What Stretton described as a fire cycle – a destructive 
downward spiral – was for them not a cycle at all but rather the abandonment 
by inexperienced foresters and government officials of sound burning-practices 
in favour of ̒ locking up  ̓the forests. Environmental problems were not the long-
term effects of inappropriate and excessive exploitation, but were aberrations, 
caused by rabbits and inexperienced men, that could be overcome by returning 
to practices associated with the ̒ early daysʼ. In this context, Griffiths  ̓claim that 
the Black Friday bushfires were ̒ a culmination of a century of white settlement 
and environmental practice  ̓gains additional resonance.84 

FOLK VERSUS SCIENCE: FIRE ECOLOGY 

The regeneration of mountain ash forests requires a hot fire that kills mature 
trees and causes their seeds to be released to germinate in the rich and insect free 
ash bed on the forest floor. David Ashton, an ecologist who devoted his life to 
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studying these trees, described this process as a ̒ miracle of timingʼ; if the forests 
were burned too soon (up to 15–20 years old) the trees died without producing 
seeds. If the forest was without fire for hundreds of years it was overtaken by 
cool temperate rainforest.85 

The Royal Commissions paid particular attention to the effect of fire on 
mountain ash forests because this was a valuable timber, but also one that posed 
great fire danger by growing thickly in often rugged terrain. The transcripts of 
evidence show a rich body of folk-understanding of the relationship between 
mountain ash and fire; one that did not accept the authority of science. Edward 
Leeder observed it was ̒ killed by intense fire  ̓but also observed that ̒ after smaller 
fires … the mountain ash would always come upʼ.86 Peter OʼMeara, a bushman 
and timber-getter, claimed ̒ they are delicate timbers, and will not stand the slight-
est fire. Those timbers will not stand trampling or being knocked aboutʼ.87 The 
vulnerable period of young mountain ash trees when the entire tree population 
would be wiped out if burnt by fire was also understood by many bushmen. 
John Findlay described the situation after a fierce fire: ʻI saw saplings 10 to 12 
ft high, so that shows it will grow again. However, if the fire had gone through 
it before the trees were matured enough to drop seeds, there would have been 
no young forestʼ.88 According to this folk-knowledge, bushmen advocated light 
burning of mature ash forests claiming these fires did not damage the trees.89 

There were also some who advocated not burning ash forests at all and instead 
burning the surrounding less valuable (usually messmate, Eucalyptus obliqua) 
forests.90 These examples show a practical understanding of the effects of fire 
on forests, one that utilised knowledge about forest ecology to harvest timber 
and burn the forests to allow grazing.91 A forester observed of cattlemen that 
ʻalthough they know the practical side of the job from A to Z … there is no 
attempt to probe into things and find out the why and whereforeʼ.92 Similarly, 
a passing comment by Maisie Fawcett about a plant species that ʻis one of the 
few alpine plants to which the cattlemen have paid sufficient attention to give 
it a name  ̓also shows an assumption that people who used their environments 
tended to only be interested in useful plants and landscapes.93 

The transcripts reveal understandings as much ecological as utilitarian. The 
anthropologist Scott Atran has also observed that for many societies in close 
contact with the natural environment general folk-understanding extends be-
yond useful plants and animals.94 There are examples in the Royal Commission 
transcripts of bushmen who provided sophisticated explanations of the how and 
why of ecological relationships. A good example is from Alfred Saxton, who we 
have already heard from regarding Aboriginal burning. He commented: 

There is no question about it, the eucalypt is a fire plant. It comes from the seed. 
It is a query even among forestry officers and bushmen as to actually whether 
the seed floats down after the fire or whether it is there beforehand. Generally 
the bushmanʼs idea is that it is also in the ground, and that is my idea.95 
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This comment hints at an ecological understanding. Saxtonʼs comments suggest 
there was a body of knowledge and discussion among bushmen about the fire-
ecology of the eucalypt. This was not just confined to how quickly it could be 
burned or how soon it could be harvested. Other bushmen observed the role of 
fire in the germination of eucalyptus seeds, and others again gave sophisticated 
explanations of the relationship between bracken, fire and soil erosion.96

Alfred Saxton went on from his explanation of eucalypts to tell a story that 
gives an indication of how folk-ecological knowledge was acquired: 

a settler that I knew was walking over a paddock that had been burnt years before. 
He noticed a square iron plate lying on the ground. He did not know how it got 
there, but he picked it up and threw it aside. The space where it had been was left 
uncovered. There had been a good fire over the ground. Some months afterwards 
that square came up in native oats. You may get a fire that brings up the native 
oats. We imagine that when there is a certain amount of dampness in the ground, 
when a fire goes over it, it brings up the native oats. That would have to be burnt 
if you wanted a growth of forest or for seedlings to come up later.97

This story shows most clearly the basis of folk-ecology in common day-to-
day observation. Casual experimentation like this was also practised by Percy 
Weston who told the Commission ʻI have carried out tests in the last two years 
just to see how vulnerable a young tree is to fireʼ.98 Weston and Saxton were 
perhaps unique in the sophistication and interest they showed in studying their 
environment, but both were old experienced bushmen whose common-sense 
observations were respected among the rural community. 

The most significant difference between forestry and folk views of mountain 
ash fire-ecology was the reluctance of officials to see any role for fire in the proc-
ess. Rather, they emphasised the danger posed to mountain ash by fire. The fierce 
opponent of burning Alexander Kelso declared ʻeven a small fire does destroy 
the mountain ash sooner or laterʼ.99 However, there were also some foresters, 
most often in the field like Adrian Beetham, who claimed it would be desirable 
to use ʻlight fires  ̓to keep down scrub so long as it did not harm timber.100 Pyne 
has described this apparently contradictory practice as something most forest-
ers considered ʻwrong and dangerous  ̓but temporarily necessary in Australian 
conditions. Tensions that had existed between practical and ̒ educated  ̓foresters 
in the early days of Australian institutional forestry from the 1910s to 1920s 
still resonated in the 1930s and 1940s.101 In fact, the Forests Commission repre-
sentatives on the 1939 Royal Commission were frequently concerned that some 
junior or field foresters might contradict official Forests Commission policy.102 
The Commissionʼs reluctance to tolerate fire was based on its adherence to the 
Clementsian ecological succession model which argued that plant communities 
would succeed to a stable ʻclimax communityʼ, becoming increasingly stable 
with each stage.103 Lane-Poole claimed that fire would restart the succession 
therefore preventing a stable community.104 These strong scientific frameworks 
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set limits on how foresters, even traditional ʻpractical  ̓ones, could construct 
theories about the ecology of their local landscapes. They relied less upon their 
own observations about the local environment because they were trained by an 
institution with a systematic and organised school of thought.105 

Authoritative Forms of Knowledge

To understand why differences existed between the observations made by 
scientific and folk forms of knowledge it is worth referring to Atranʼs general 
observations of the relationship between science and common-sense beliefs. 
Atran distinguished common sense, which he defined as a humanʼs ̒ spontaneous 
apprehension of living kindsʼ, from speculative thought systems (which could 
include scientific or religious knowledge) that he saw as not ʻspontaneously 
elaborated  ̓and not always in apparent accordance with common sense.106 Dun-
lap applied this theory further suggesting the observation inherent in scientific 
thought may not be visible to non-specialists and may even appear wrong.107 
The distinction provides a plausible model for the differences between folk-
ecology and scientific forestry. It also provides a starting point from which to 
analyse the views bushmen held towards scientific knowledge and it provides 
the beginning of an explanation why science was not considered authoritative 
by most bushmen. 

Alfred Saxtonʼs explanation of fire-ecology suggested ʻIt is a query even 
among forestry officers and bushmen as to actually whether the seed floats down 
after the fire or whether it is there beforehandʼ.108 Saxton did not see science as 
an authoritative explanation of the environment. He viewed it as on-par with, or 
even inferior to, the folk-ecology theory. When Maisie Fawcett gave evidence 
to the Royal Commission in Omeo 1946 this scepticism was evident. During 
her evidence on the early stages of erosion and its relationship to fire, she was 
interrupted by an objection from one of the cattlemen present.109 Those who gave 
evidence, following her, disputed almost all of her claims and the grazier John 
Gibson made a pointed observation that the ʻso called experts  ̓didnʼt know the 
country as well as he did.110 In the view of many bushmen, scientific knowledge 
was the theoretical and impractical basis of foresters  ̓poor fire management. 
Edmund Cornwall, a bushman from Noojee, criticised ̒ impractical forest men  ̓
who copied their practices and views ̒ from a conference on theoretical forestry 
in America  ̓while Alfred Webb, a dairy farmer from Willow Grove, complained 
of foresters that ʻthey will not know the conditions when they are educated in 
a collegeʼ.111 

Atranʼs conclusions provide an insight into this scepticism of science. He 
observed that lay people only accept modifications of folk-biological knowledge 
if the scientific alternative ʻproves compatible with everyday common sense 
realismʼ.112 Dunlap suggested the people who had direct experience with their 
environments would be less likely to accept the explanations of scientists.113 
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Bushmen placed the highest value on ʻpractical common sense; the highest 
praise graziers paid to each other was to label them a practical bushman. John 
Cameron when asked if he agreed with the preceding evidence of the graziers 
William Lovick and John Bostock, answered he did, simply because they were 
ʻpractical bushmenʼ.114 Graziers and bushmen rejected scientific explanations 
from elsewhere in favour of their home-grown folk-ecology.

CONCLUSION

The folk-ecology of cattlemen in the Australian Alps was based on a particular 
conception of the ʻearly days  ̓of pioneer settlement in Victoria. Fire practices 
and ecological knowledge were drawn from a period they considered ʻnatural  ̓
and ʻnormalʼ, an imagined landscape of open forest and pastures, which fire 
had an important ecological role in maintaining. This knowledge challenged the 
evidence of environmental degradation and the remedies suggested by ecolo-
gists. In contrast, scientific forest management at this time imagined a ʻnatural  ̓
environment, which largely excluded fire and which regarded it as an introduced 
and destructive element in the landscape. In hindsight, these folk-understandings 
of the role of fire are in many ways closer to current scientific understandings of 
Australian fire-ecology. It is significant that Stretton was sufficiently influenced 
by folk-ecology to advocate a new direction in Australian fire management: one 
that accepted the presence of fire in the Australian landscape and committed 
itself to its use in fire management. 
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